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of his seventieth birthday 

In this paper a particular linearized free surface problem of fluid 
mechanics is studied. We consider a small disturbance from equilibrium 
of a heavy incompressible viscous liquid in an open container. A con
stant external acceleration acts on the liquid. Surface tension is neg
lected which corresponds physically to the assumption of a strong external 
acceleration. 

We study the Navier-Stokes equations linearized about the equilibrium 
state. This problem has been previously investigated by Krein [17], Krein 
and Laptev [18], and Askerov, Krein, and Laptev [5]. Generalized solu
tions are obtained in these works, but time decay of the disturbance can 
be inferred only for special initial data. Work of Dussan V. and Davis 
[7] has shown the necessity of admitting initial data with strong singulari
ties at the edge of the free surface, while Hocking [15] has investigated 
changes in the basic model to avoid these singularities. In Greenlee [14] 
existence was proven for singular initial configurations of the free surface. 
More importantly it was proven that initial perturbations of the flow 
tend to zero in time in the energy norm, while initial perturbations of the 
free surface decay in a weak sense appropriate to the singular initial data. 

In the present work estimates of the rate of decay in time of initial 
perturbations of the flow and free surface are obtained. The rates of decay 
depend on the nature of the initial configuration of the free surface. The 
estimates are based on a detailed spectral analysis developed in Greenlee 
[12], [13] (cf. also Larionov [20]). 

In §1 the problem is formulated and pertinent definitions and results 
of [14] are summarized. The rate of decay theorem is developed in §2 via 
three lemmas. Lemma 1 supplements the decay theorem of [14] for 
singular initial free surface data. In Lemma 2 more rapid rates of decay 
for smoother initial configurations of the free surface are derived from a 
theorem of [12], [20]. Lemma 3 provides additional rates of decay by 
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applying quadratic interpolation (cf. Lions [21], Lions and Magenes [24], 
and Adams, Aronszajn and Hanna [1]) to the results of the previous two 
lemmas. The decay theorem then gives more concrete analytical state
ments implied by the interpolation norms. 

A few observations are now in order. The Landau symbols o, O are 
always used to denote a limiting process as t -+ oo. Though the function 
spaces considered are obviously real, we use the corresponding com-
plexifications whenever convenient. We study the problem via weak L2 

solution methods. It is well known that the pressure disappears in the 
resulting variational formulation, and is then determined via an orthogon
al decomposition of the underlying Hilbert space. Finally, the author 
wishes to thank H. Brezis and S. H. Davis for enlightening comments on 
this work. 

1. Formulation of the Problem. In this section we formulate the 
linearized free surface problem. Further details may be found in [14]. 

The open container occupied by the fluid in equilibrium is described as 
follows. Let fibea bounded Lipschitzian Graph (LG) domain in R3 (cf. 
Adams, Aronszajn, and Smith [2]), contained in the half-space x3 < 0, 
where x = (xb x2, x3) denotes a point in R3. Identifying x3 = 0 with 
R2, rs c= dQ fi {*3 = 0} is assumed to be a nonempty LG domain in 
R2, which constitutes the equilibrium free surface. Now let Tr = dQ\Ps. 
Then dQ is the disjoint union rs U dTs U Fr, and Tr serves as the con
tainer of the fluid in equilibrium. Observe that Fr fl {*3 = 0} may be 
nonempty, in which case its closure is called an overhanging dock. If 
dQ H {*3 = 0} contains a neighborhood in R2 of Ps, rs is said to be 
surrounded by an overhanging dock. 

We assume that a constant atmospheric pressure, p, is given above the 
fluid. A constant acceleration, g, having direction perpendicular to x3 = 0, 
maintains the fluid in the container. The fluid is assumed to have constant 
viscosity fi, constant density p9 and v = ju/p is the kinematic viscosity. 
In this context we study the first-order linearized Navier-Stokes equations 
(cf. Wehausen and Laitone [26]), i.e., the perturbation equations obtained 
by linearization about the exact equilibrium solution given by zero flow 
and pressure p — pgx3. 

Thus we consider the system of differential equations for x e Q and 
t e (0, oo) 

(1.1) du/dt = vâw - (l/p) grad/?, div u = 0, 

where u = (wl9 u2, u3) is the velocity vector, A is the (spatial) Laplacian, 
and/? is the pressure. We adopt the notation (cf. Duvaut and Lions [8]) 

uitj = dujdxj, i,j = 1, 2, 3, 

and make use of the summation convention over repeated indices. 
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The linearized boundary conditions are as follows. First of all the 
viscous boundary condition on the wall of the container gives 

(1.2) u = 0 

for x G rr and / > 0. Secondly, the disturbed free surface is given by an 
equation of the form 

X3 = 7}(X', t), 

where x' = (xh x2) e rs and t > 0. Linearization (cf. [26]) gives the 
equations 

(1.20 V = (1/S)((P/P) - 2*1/3,3), SVldt = u3 

on rs. Equations (1.2') and absence of stress on the free surface yield 

"1,3 + "3,1 = 0, W2,3 + W3,2 = 0, 

(d/dt)(p - 2juu3f3) = pgu3 

for x' G rs and t > 0. 
We wish to determine the motion of the liquid from a given disturbance, 

i.e., a given velocity distribution throughout the fluid, and a given initial 
shape of its free surface. The initial velocity distribution is given by setting 

uL-n = Un where div un = 0 in Q, 
(1.4) 

u0 = 0 on rr. 

To specify the initial shape of the free surface, first note that by the 
transport theorem (cf. Serrin [25]), incompressibility and conservation of 
mass require that 

(1.4') L? = °-
Thus we impose 

(1.5) 7j\t=0 = 7}0 where f 7]0 = 0. 

In order to obtain a precise formulation of a solvable, weak version of 
the initial-boundary value problem (1.1)-(1.5), certain Sobolev spaces of 
square-summable vector—and scalar-valued functions (cf. [8, 24]) and 
certain dual spaces will be introduced. We note that since Q and rs are 
LG, any element of Ha(Q) (respectively Ha(rs)), a ^ 0, is the restriction 
to Q (respectively 7 )̂ of an element of Ha(R3) (respectively Ha(R2)). This 
follows from the simultaneous extension theorem for Bessel potentials 
and the fact that the Lebesgue correction of an element of Ha is a Bessel 
potential of order a (cf. [2]). 
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On Q, we begin with the Hilbert space (H^Q))3 with the usual inner 
product 

(«>V)I,Û = (ui9vt)ltQ = I (w,.v,. + uuvitJ). 
Jo 

The basic Hilbert space for the flow in Q is constructed as follows. 
Denote by <g{Q) the class of C°° vector-valued, solenoidal (i.e., divergence 
zero) functions on Q which vanish in a (variable) neighborhood of T\. 
tf\Q) (respectively JF°(Q) = £>\Q)) is defined as the closure of #(0) in 
{H\Q)f (respectively (/7°(ß))3 = (L2(0))3). Recall that the orthogonal 
complement of <£\Q) in (L2(Q))3 consists of gradients of distributions 
(cf. Ladyzhenskaya [19], Kopacevskii [16], and Lions [22]). 

Let 

e,-,y(v) = Vtj + vJti9 Uj = 1, 2, 3. 

The symmetric bilinear form 

£(u,v) = -ljoe,,.(u)£,..(v) 

is obviously continuous on j^\Q). Moreover, there exists c > 0 such 
that 

E(y,v)^c\\y\\iQ 

for all v G j f !(£?), so that we may take £(u, v) as the inner product in 
J^KQ) (cf. [8], [14], and Gobert [9]). The form £*(u, v) arises in Green's 
formula for the Navier-Stokes equations (cf. [19]). For smooth solenoidal 
u, smooth p and v e ^(Q), 

f ( - v/Ju + (\/p) gradp) • v 

= vE(u,\)- | [v£h3(u)v1 + ve2is{xi)v2 +((-p/p) + 2vw33)v3]. 

This formula also holds for v e 3^1{Q\ since elements of ^\Q) have a 
well-defined trace (cf. [24]) on rs. In fact, there is a continuous linear trace 
mapping of tf\Q) into {H^\rs)f (cf. [24] and Greenlee [11]) where the 
Hilbert space Hffi(rs) is normed by 

HUPS = f ^ _ 1 + f f (|v(x') - v(y')|2/|x' - y'|3)dx'dy' 

with d = d(x') = dist (x', drs) for x' G rs. 
For v G ^ ( f l ) , the trace of v3 on rs also has mean value zero, i.e., 

f S\ = 0 for all v G tf\Q\ 
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where S: tfl(Q) -* H^2(rs) is the continuous linear operation of taking 
the trace of v3 on rs. Now let 

Jp'Hr,) = {v e H^(rs): f v = 0}, 

provided with the norm of H^2(rs). Then ffv\rs) is a Hilbert space 
and S\tf\0) -> J^1/2CT5) is continuous. In Lemma 2.1 of [14] it was 
proven that S(j^l(Q)) is dense in 

Jf%rs) = seHTÒ = {v e Z^/7,): f v = 0} 
J /'s 

with the obvious topology on £f2(rs). The proof of Lemma 2.1 of [14] 
also shows that S(#e\Q)) fi H&rs) is dense in 

{veHl(rs):[ v = 0 } 

where Hl(rs) denotes the closure of Co°(.Ts) in H1^). It now follows from 
Chapter 5 of [11], Theorem 13.3 of [24], and quadratic interpolation that 
S(tfl(Q)) is dense in J^1/2(rs). 

In order to formulate an evolution equation whose classical solutions 
are those of (1.1) —(1.5) (recall also (1.2')), we first define weak solutions 
to two stationary problems. To simplify notation we now normalize the 
density, p, to unity. 

PROBLEM 1. Given f on Q, to solve 

— vâr + gradai = f, div r = 0 

on Q with the boundary conditions, 

r = 0 on rr, 

£i,3(r) = £2,3(r) = -P\ + 2vr3>3 = 0 on rs. 

Let yf~l{Q) be the completion of £?2(Q) in the norm 

II »II-ifo = s u p l K ^ v ^ o l r v e ^ K ^ a n d H v I l ! ^ = 1}, 

and denote the pairing between J^~l(Q) and ffl\Q) by < •, • >0. Weak solu
tions of Problem 1 are defined as follows. 

DEFINITION 1. Given f e ^ - 1 ( ß ) , r e / 1 ^ ) is a weak solution of 
Problem 1 if 

v£(r,v) = <f,v>ß 

for all v e tf\0). 

For each fejf-^Q) there is a unique weak solution re3tfl(Q) of 
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Problem 1. If fe i? 2 (ß) , r is the solution of the operator equation 
vj/r = f where $0 is a positive definite self adjoint operator in j^2(ß), and 
& = stf~l is a positive, compact self adjoint operator in Jg2(Q). The oper
ator srf extends by continuity to a topological isomorphism of 3^\Q) 
onto tf-\Q). 

PROBLEM 2. Given <j> on rs, to solve 

- vAs + grad p2 = 0, div s = 0 

on Q with the boundary conditions, 

s = 0 on rn 

^uO) = £2,3(s) = 0, - /?2 + 2^3,3 = § on /V 

In [14] a norm || • \\Ris) was defined on R(S) = S{^l{Q)), with which 
R(S) is a Hilbert space, and 

R{S) «= ^ ( T 1 , ) = jSPTO 

The notation cz is used to denote that the inclusions are algebraic and 
c ^ 

topological (cf. Aronszajn and Gagliardo [4]). Each inclusion is also dense. 
Now let yf~(rs) be the dual of R(S), with duality taken with respect to 
S^(rs)9 and denote the pairing between 3/e~{TÒ and R(S) by < •, • > rs. 
Then weak solutions of Problem 2 are defined as follows. 

DEFINITION 2. Given <f> e J^~(rs), s e ^\Q) is a weak solution of 
Problem 2 if 

vE(s, v) = <#, Sv>r, 

for all v G ^ ( û ) -

For each $ e J^~(rs) there is a unique weak solution s e #?\Q) of 
Problem 2. If 0 e J$f2(/7S), s is given by the operator equation ys = Tcj) 
where T: Ĵ 2CTS) -• ^ ( û ) is continuous and T: £?\rs) -» if 2(ö) is com
pact. Furthermore, j f ^ ß ) is the orthogonal direct sum of N(S)9 the null 
space of S, and the closure of the range of T in #?\Q) : that is, 

jf extends by continuity to a topological isomorphism of jf^/7^ onto i?(rj 
in je\Q). 

We remark that when rs is surrounded by overhanging dock, the results 
of Cattabriga [6] imply that R(S) = 34?1/2(rs) up to equivalent norms (cf. 
[14]). A similar argument shows that if <f> e J4?1/2(rs) and $ has compact 
support in rs, then tj> e R(S). But it remains an open question whether 
R(S) and j f 1/2(/7

5) are the same spaces in general. 
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Now following [18], [5], and [14], weak solutions of (1.1) — (1.5) are 
obtained via the system of differential equations in ^2{Q) 

vr(t) 4- sé~xVLt = 0, vs, + gTSu(t) = 0, 

u(0 = r(0 + s(0, 

with the initial conditions 

u(0) = u0,s(0) = v - 1 r ( - W o ) , 

r(0) = u(0) - s(0), 

where u0 e 3/fl{Q) and 970 e ^"iTò a r e arbitrary. Writing u = j / ~ 1 / 2 w, 
r = j /~ 1 / 2 y, and s = &?~l/2z, weak solutions of (1.1) —(1.5) are defined 
by the initial value problem in (i?2(£?))2 

(1.6) X, + (Ä + 93)X = 0, X(0) = Xo, 

where 

*-©• «-(ir'!!)- *-$:'*-%• 
X0 = (^)eJ?2(Q) x R&l 

and & = stf1/2TSstf~l/2 is a nonnegative self adjoint compact operator in 
<£2(Q\ 

DEFINITION 3. A weak solution of (1.1) —(1.5) is a pair of functions 
t -> u(0, 7](t), t ;> 0, with values in jfl(Q), je~(rs), respectively, defined 
as follows: u = r + s = j / _ 1 / 2 (y + z), where y, z satisfies (1.6); recalling 
that T~l extends to a topological isomorphism of R(T) in ffl\Q) 
onto 34f~(rs)9 y is defined by applying this operator to ( — v/g)s = 
( -Wg)j / - 1 / 2z. 

The initial-boundary value problem (1.1) —(1.5) has a unique weak 
solution for each u0 e 3tfl(Q) and 970 e J4?~(rs). The time decay results of 
§2 are obtained by spectral analysis of the operator 9( -b 33. This spectral 
problem is equivalent (cf. [5], [14]) to the quadratic characteristic param
eter problem w = (/l/v)^w -f (gjlv) J2W. By means of this equivalence 
it follows that S( -f 23 has an infinite discrete sequence of eigenvalues 
{Xn}9 all of whose real parts are positive. Zero and infinity are both limit 
points of {/lw}, and are the only limit points of {Xn}. Each eigenvalue Àn 

has finite algebraic multiplicity. All nonreal eigenvalues of 9( + 93 lie in 
the annulus 

(v/2 \\P\\) < \X\ < (2glv) U\\, 
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which is empty if v2 ^ 4g \\&>\\ • \\£>\\. All eigenvalues of 2( + 23 whose 
algebraic and geometric multiplicities do not agree are in the annulus 

(y/2\\&\\) ^ W ^(2g/v) ||ü||, 

which is empty if v2 > 4g \\&>\\ • ||J2||. 

2. The Decay Theorem. We now proceed to the theorem on the rate of 
decay in time of initial disturbances of the flow and free surface. Three 
lemmas essential to the development are given first. For simplicity of 
notation let P = v~l£?, Q = (g/v)j2, and let Qi be the orthogonal projec
tion onto R(Q) in j£?2(û). 

LEMMA 1. Let u0 e 3/Fl(Q) and TJQ e J^~(rs). Then the corresponding weak 
solution u, 7) of (1.1) —(1.5) satisfies u = o(l) in ^(Q), rj = o(l) in 
jf-(rs), ut = o(l /0 in jfl(Q), 7jt = o(l /0 in ^~{rs\ and rjt = o(l) in 
R(S). 

PROOF. The fact that rjt e R(S) and the three o(l) conclusions were 
proven in [14]. By hypothesis, y0 G j^2(ß)and z0 e R(Q) = R(QX) in (1.6). 
From [14], 

x(0 = 
y(0 

n, k 

S((-iy//'!)^,-y 

2((-iy//!)^,_y 
-y=o 

belongs to j^2(û) x R(Q{), where 

X>n b = 
Jn,k 

L^n, k. 

is for k = 0 an eigenvector, and for k > 0 a generalized eigenvector of 
3( -f S (cf. Agmon [3], p. 180.) This expansion is derived from a Riesz 
basis (cf. Gohberg and Krein [10], pp. 310-311) of characteristic 
and associated vectors of the characteristic parameter problem w = 
ÀPw + (lM)öw (cf. [13], [14]). Hence 

y(0" 
= 2 dn,o e~ -v 

yw,o 

. z «, 0J 
+ OOr") 

where / = (1/2) ||P|| and the displayed Aw's are positive and tend to zero. 
Differentiation of X(t) yields 

y* 

z, 
= | L M - W ^ y»,o 

+ o(*-'0-
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Since |( — Ànt)e~À»'\ ^ e~l for all t ^ 0 and w = y + z, Lemma 5.1 of 
[14] and Lebesgue's dominated convergence theorem yield 

12 
= 0(l//2). 

So w„ zt and y, are each o(\/t) in <£\Q) and u, = s/-1/2(yt + zt) = o(l//) 
in tf\0). 

Now the differential equations of (1.6) are, 

y* + vtfy - (g/v) £y - (g/v)J2z = 0, 

it + (g/v)£y + (g/v)J2z = 0. 

Since sé is positive definite, addition of equations (2.1) yields y = o(l /0 
in £g\Q). Compactness of â and the second of equations (2.1) thus give 
Hz = o(l/t) in £>\Q). Hence sé~ì/2 y = r = o(l/f) in #e\Q) which implies 
that Ssé~V2 y = o(l /0 in i?(S), and by the definition of gr, Ssé~v2 z = 
o(l /0 in yf-(rs). Now by [14] (recall the second of equations (1.2')), 
rjt = Su, and also u = s/~m(y + z). Thus rjt = Sjs/-1/2(y + z) = o(l/f) 
in j^~{rX which concludes the proof. 

LEMMA 2. Le/ u0 e ffî\Q) and rjo e R(S). Then the corresponding weak 
solution u, 7] of (1.1)-(1.5) satisfies u = o(\/t) in 3/?\Q\t} — o(l//) in 
3V-(rs), ut = o(l/f2) //i tf\Q\ and Vt = o(l/t) in R(S). 

PROOF. Since T/O e R(S), z0 e i ? ( 0 and there exists a unique Co e ^ ( 0 = 
^ ( Ö i ) s u c n t n a t zo = öCo- Also yo G <^2(fi) and, as usual, w0 = y0 + z0. 
By Theorem 2.2 of [13] (cf. also [20], [12]), there exists a unique system of 
coefficients {c„tk} such that 

w 0 ~ 2-J Cn,kxnyk 
n, k 

and 

Co = ScMi]((-iy/^1)ß1x f ( rW, 
«, * y=o 

where {xMÄ} is the system of characteristic and associated vectors cor
responding to the characteristic values {Àn} of w = ÀPw + (l//l)ßw. Fur
thermore this expansion is in terms of a Riesz basis for S£\Q) x R(Qi), 
so there is an equivalent norm || -||* on if2(ß) x R(Q{) with respect to 
which the expansion is orthonormal, i.e., 

2 

= E Kk\
2 

* n>k 

Z/ 

Wo 

Co 
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(cf. [10], [13], [14]). Since Q is compact, 

2_j cn,kXn,k 
w0 

zo . 

and 

2X,I ; ( ( - I ) / /^ + 1 )ÔX B I W 
L n, k j=0 

W 0 M ' 
^K^\cn,k\\ 

zo li* n'k 

where K = max[l, ||ô||*]. Now y0 = w0 — z0 and so (cf. [14]) 

2 J Cn,kQnP
Xn,k + PXn,k-l) 

yo 

L z o . 
L n, k j=Q 

— 2 J
 Cn,k 

yn,k 

!_/•»,*. 

As in the proof of Lemma 1, 

l^n.k — 
yn,k 

is for k = 0 an eigenvector and for k > 0 a generalized eigenvector of 
2( 4- S3. The unique solution of (1.6) is 

"y(0" 

.2(0. n.k 

2((-iy//-!)^y„,^ 

Ì]((-l)>//!)f>V*-,-

Since z„>A e Ä(ß), there is for each n, k a unique element £„,* € Ä(ßi) 
such that z„:k = QZ„ik. Define Ç(r) : [0, oo) - tf(ßi) by 

», * y=o 

so that z(0 = OC(0, and define w(f): [0, oo) -> j^2(fi) by 

W(0 = E ^ , * ^ Ti ( ( - WW*n.k-y 
n, k /=0 

(Note that w(0 = y(f ) + z(*).) Then w(0) = w0, Ç(0) = Co, and it follows 
as in the technique of the corresponding part of the proof of Lemma 1 (by 
use of || • H*) that w, and £, are o(l//) in if2(ß). The second of equations 
(2.1) is zt + gy + gz = 0, so the definition of Ç(0 yields Ç, + Qxy + 
gjz = 0. Since the proof of Lemma 1 gives gxy = o(l//) in if2(fl), it now 
follows that Ôxz = z = o(l//) in i?2(ö). Thusu = jtf~1/2(y + z) = o(l/f) 
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in J£l(Q) and the definition of TJ implies that rj = o( l /0 in J4?~(rs). 
Continuity of S: #e\Q) -> R(S) gives rjt = Su = o(l/f) in R(S). 

Now returning to the expansion in the proof of Lemma 1, 

Ytt 
Xnt 

yW )o 

.Zn, Oj 

+ 0(e-")> 

which implies that ytt and ztt are o(l/t2) in ££\Q). Differentiation and 
addition of equations (2.1) gives ytt 4- ztt = $0yt = o(l/t2) in 5£\Q). 
So, since stf is positive definite, y, = o(l//2) in ££\Q). Similarly, the expan
sion of C(0 yields £„ = o(l/*2) in £>\Q). Hence zt = Ô lZ/ = - C« -
Gift = o(l/^2) in <£\Q\ and u, = ^- i / 2 (y , + zt) = o(l/*2) in ^ i ( û ) , 
which concludes the proof. 

Now let Wx = R(S), W0 = ^"(T7,), and denote by WT, 0 < z < 1, 
the spaces obtained by quadratic interpolation between H^ and W0. It 
follows that Wm = ^\rs). Further let Vl = tf\G) x i?(5), F0 = 
$£X(Q) x yf-(rs), and denote by Kr, 0 < r < 1, the spaces obtained by 
quadratic interpolation between V\ and K0. Then (cf. §2.6.6 of [24]) VT = 
je\0) x Wr, 0 < z < 1, and in particular K1/2 = j f 1 ^ ) * ^2(A)-

LEMMA 3. Le/ u0 e #£\Q) and 970 e Wr w/zere 0 < z < 1. 77ze« £/ze cw-
responding weak solution u, ^ ( ^ ( l . l H l - S ) ^ ' ^ u = 0( l / / r ) in $£1{Q), 
rj = 0 ( l / r ) 1/1 .^-(T7,), u, = 0(1/^+0 in 'tf\Q\ rjt = 0(1/0 in WX9 and 
7]t = 0 ( l / r ) 1/1 tf(S). 

PROOF. The mapping T(t) defined by 

T(t) 
.70. 

u(0 

.9(0. 
is linear and the proof of Lemma 1 shows that the norm of T(t): V0 -> V0 

is O(l). Moreover, the proof of Lemma 2 easily implies that the norm of 
T(t): Vx -> V0 is 0(1/0- Since Vt = ^ ( Û ) x WT9 the quadratic interpola
tion theorem of [21] shows that the norm of T(t): tffKQ) x 
0 ( l / r ) . So 

Wr ' F o i s 

~u(01 

rt»l 
= 

iKo 
no 

~"o] 

.Vol 
= 0 ( i / r ) , 

iVo 

which proves the first two conclusions. The remaining conclusions are 
verified similarly by considering the linear mappings 

Vt-
~»o" 

-70-

-> u, and 
u0 

-Vo _ 
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Now let je-1/2(fs) denote the dual of 34?1/2(rs), where duality is taken 
with respect to if2(A). Then 

R(S) <= ^\rs) c &\rs) <= œ-v\rs) 9 œ-(rs\ 
and each inclusion is dense. For 0 < a < 1/2, let 

3H"iT,) = {v€H§(rs): f v = 0} = {v e H«(T,): f v = 0} 

(cf. [11], [24], and Lions and Magenes [23]). In §1 we have used the fact 
that 34?1/2(rs) is an interpolation space by quadratic interpolation between 
the closed subspace of Hl(rs) given by {v e JfJC/7,): J>s v = 0}, and j£?2CTs). 
By the reiteration property of quadratic interpolation, the spaces J4?a(rs) 
are the spaces obtained by quadratic interpolation between J4?1/2(rs) and 
^\rs). It now follows (cf. [23], [2], and [11]) that for each a such that 
0 ^ a ^ 1/2, the Hilbert space 

a^\rs) = { v G ^ ( f 5 ) : f v2d~2« < oo}, 

where for x' G rs, d = d(x') = dist(x', drs) and the obvious norm is em
ployed, satisfies 

the inclusion being dense. 
Now define ^7"£r(/7

5) for 0 < a < 1/2 as the dual of 34fa(rs) with respect 
to <£?2(rs). By duality, the spaces ^f~a(rs) are the spaces obtained by qua
dratic interpolation betwen J^2CTS) and jf7_1/2(/7

5). Next observe that if 
a < 1/2 and v is a measurable function on r5 such that §r$ v

2d2a < oo, the 
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and jVs d~2a < oo (since rs is LG) imply that 
ve L\rs). Thus for 0 < a < 1/2, the Hilbert space -a^

2(rs) of all 
measurable functions v on rs such that 

I v2d2a < oo and I v = 0, 

with the obvious norm, satisfies 

the inclusion being dense. 

THEOREM. 1. Let 0 ^ a < 111, Uoe^KQ), and ^ e ^ T O . Then 
the corresponding weak solution u, rj O/ (1 .1) - (1 .5) satisfies u = 0(ta~a/2)) 
in tf\Q\ y] = 0(t«~«/2)) in tf-(rs)9 u, = 0(f«-(3/2)) in 2tf\Q\ and rjt = 
o(r-!) /AI jf-(rs). In addition, if a = 0, ^ = 0 ( ^ 1 / 2 ) //i J£?2CTS)-

2. Leto < a è 1/2, U Q G J ^ 1 ^ ) , ö«d 7j0eJ^a(rsy Further assume that 
fs is surrounded by an overhanging dock, or that 7]o has compact support in 
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rs. Then the corresponding weak solution u, 7] of (1.1)—(1.5) satisfies, u = 
0(l/r«+(i/2)) in jel(0), y= 0(l/r«+(1 /2 )) in ^~{rs\ xxt = 0(l /^+ ( 3 / 2 )) in 
JPl(Q)> Vt = ° 0 / 0 in M*(Ts)> mdVt = 0(l/f«+<1/2>) in R(S). In addition, 
if a = 1/2, O COW be replaced by o. 

3. If u0 G 3tfl{Q) and TJQ = 0, w/z/c/z w frwe /or submerged initial distur
bances, then the corresponding weak solution u, rj of (1.1)—(1.5) satisfies 
u = o(l /0 in tf\Q\ 7] = o(l /0 in ^"(T7,), u, = o(l//2) f/i 3#>\Q\ and 
7]t = o( l /0 in R(S). 

PROOF. Part 1 is a direct consequence of the preceding remarks and 
Lemma 3. Part 2 follows similarly by noting that the hypotheses imply 
that 7]Q e Jfa(rs) if and only if 770 G Wa+iim. Part 3 is a special case of 
Lemma 2. 

REMARK. Part 1 of the Theorem with a = 0 yields rates of decay for 
smooth initial disturbances, without invoking the restrictive assumption 
that 7jo vanish at the boundary of rs. For such initial disturbances, Part 2 
of the Theorem applies for every a< 1/2 when rs is surrounded by an 
overhanging dock. We conjecture, but have not proven, that the latter 
holds without the overhanging dock assumption. 
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